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1. producing new cells

a) sequence of mitosis

b) characteristics of 
mitosis

c) stem cells

d) specialisation

3. control and communication

a) nervous control

i) nervous 
system

ii) reflex arc

b) hormonal control

i) endocrine glands

ii) blood glucose 
regulation

4. reproduction

a) chromosomes 
complement

b) gametes

c) fertilisation

5. variation and inheritance

a) distrete and 
continuous variation

b) genetic terms

c) monohybrid crosses

d) predicted ratios

6. Transport Sytems

plant

a) plant organs and leaf 
structure

b) structures in water 
transport

c) transpiration

d) phloem

animal

a) blood

b) Red blood cells

c) White blood 
vessels

d) heart cycle

e) blood vessels

7. Absorption of 
materials

a) movement of 
substances

b) capillary network

c) exchange surfaces

d) gas exchange

e) villi
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Key Areas 
 
1 Producing new cells  

a) Sequence of events of mitosis. Understanding of the terms chromatids, equator and spindle 
fibres.  

b) Mitosis provides new cells for growth and repair of damaged cells and maintains the diploid 
chromosome complement.  

c) Stem cells in animals are unspecialised cells which can divide in order to self-renew. They 
have the potential to become different types of cell. Stem cells are involved in growth and 
repair.  

d) Specialisation of cells leads to the formation of a variety of cells, tissues and organs. 
Groups of organs which work together form systems.  
A hierarchy exists: cells → tissues → organs → systems.  

 
2 Control and communication  

a) Nervous control  
i) Nervous system consists of central nervous system (CNS) and other nerves. CNS 

consists of brain and spinal cord. Structure and function of parts of the brain — 
cerebrum, cerebellum and medulla. Neurons are of three types: sensory, inter and 
motor. Receptors detect sensory input/stimuli. Electrical impulses carry messages 
along neurons. Chemicals transfer these messages between neurons, at synapses.  

ii) Structure and function of reflex arc.  
b) Hormonal control  

i) Endocrine glands release hormones into the bloodstream. Hormones are chemical 
messengers. A target tissue has cells with complementary receptor proteins for 
specific hormones, so only that tissue will be affected by these hormones.  

ii) Blood glucose regulation. The roles of insulin, glucagon, glycogen, pancreas and 
liver.  
 

3 Reproduction  
a) Cells are diploid, except gametes, which are haploid.  
b) The types of gametes, the organs that produce them and where these are located in plants 

and animals. The basic structure of sperm and egg cells.  
c) Fertilisation is the fusion of the nuclei of the two haploid gametes to produce a diploid 

zygote, which divides to form an embryo.  
 

4  Variation and inheritance  
a) Comparison of discrete variation (single gene inheritance) and continuous variation 

(polygenic inheritance).  
b) Understanding of genetic terms: gene; allele; phenotype; genotype; dominant; recessive; 

homozygous; heterozygous and P, F1 and F2.  
c) Monohybrid crosses from parental generation through to F2 generation.  
d) Reasons why predicted phenotype ratios among offspring are not always achieved.  

 
6 Transport systems — plants  

a) Plant organs are roots, stems and leaves. Leaf structure diagram showing upper epidermis, 
palisade mesophyll, spongy mesophyll, vein (consisting of xylem and phloem), lower 
epidermis, guard cells and stomata.  

b) Parts of the plant involved in water transport. Water and minerals enter the plant through 
the root hairs and are transported in dead xylem vessels. Structure of xylem vessels.  

c) The process of transpiration and how the rate of transpiration is affected by wind speed, 
humidity, temperature and surface area.  

d) Sugar is transported up and down the plant in living phloem. Structure of phloem tissue.  
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6 Transport systems — animals  
a) In mammals the blood contains plasma, red blood cells and white blood cells. It transports 

nutrients, oxygen and carbon dioxide.  
b) Red blood cells are specialised by being biconcave in shape, having no nucleus and 

containing haemoglobin. This allows them to transport oxygen efficiently in the form of 
oxyhaemoglobin.  

c) White blood cells are part of the immune system and are involved in destroying pathogens. 
There are two main types of cells involved. Phagocytes carry out phagocytosis by engulfing 
pathogens. Some lymphocytes produce antibodies which destroy pathogens. Each 
antibody is specific to a particular pathogen. 

d) Pathway of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood through heart, lungs and body. Diagram 
of heart to show the right and left atria, ventricles, location of four valves, location of 
associated blood vessels (aorta, vena cava, pulmonary artery, pulmonary vein and 
coronary arteries). Function of each of these parts.  

e) Arteries have thick, muscular walls, a narrow central channel and carry blood under high 
pressure away from the heart. Veins have thinner walls, a wider channel and carry blood 
under low pressure back towards the heart. Veins contain valves to prevent backflow of 
blood. Capillaries are thin walled and have a large surface area, forming networks at 
tissues and organs to allow efficient exchange of materials.  

 
7 Absorption of materials  

a) Oxygen and nutrients from food must be absorbed into the bloodstream to be delivered to 
cells for respiration. Waste materials, such as carbon dioxide, must be removed from cells 
into the bloodstream.  

b) Tissues contain capillary networks to allow the exchange of materials at cellular level.  
c) Surfaces involved in the absorption of materials have certain features in common: large 

surface area, thin walls, extensive blood supply. These increase the efficiency of 
absorption.  

d) Lungs are gas exchange organs. They consist of a large number of alveoli providing a large 
surface area. Oxygen and carbon dioxide are absorbed through the thin alveolar walls to or 
from the many blood capillaries.  

e) Nutrients from food are absorbed into the villi in the small intestine. The large number of 
thin walled villi provides a large surface area. Each villus contains a network of capillaries to 
absorb glucose and amino acids and a lacteal to absorb fatty acids and glycerol.   


